Letter of Registration and Return
February 2006
Greeting’s to the Adrian Empire and the College of Arms!
What a turn out this month, with submissions from all around the Empire.
With the timely reports sent last month, I was able to track most of these and most
Arms were processed with in two months. I’ll I can say to those who still aren’t
processing Arms within the timeline, (Locally and regionally) your just making the
process more difficult for everyone.

Policy Change: From this time forward the Imperial Sovereign of Arms shall
only require “one colored copy” of the device submission form from those
requesting registration. We have no further need at this time for Black and White
drawings. I would still suggest that a extra copy’s be made for local records
I dedicate this Policy to the Empress’s Save the Earth Foundation.

Good News:
We will hopefully be releasing the Online Armorial very soon. I have already
inputted 225 devices. I have received Giff and Jpeg Art of the registered devices for
Terre Neuve, Alhambra, Adria, and Cambridge. I do have Art for many of our
smaller subdivisions. Yet After considering that 2 years ago it took me over a month
to make only three hundred Devices, I will ask any and all Subdivision to send me

electronic art of your registered devices if you are able. I will keep working with
many things I do have, but considering we now have around 900 arms registered it
may take a while to get all the device’s up on the Armorial.

Not so Good News:
I beg, plead and implore every Minister of Arms to please cut out the following and
tape it to your desk, your heraldry manual, your TV anything that you might see
when checking your local device’s”:

“Any design where in the field is divided Per Pale, Per Fess, Per
Bend, Per Bend Sinister, Quarterly, Per Saltire, Per Pall, and Per
Pall Inverted wherein the charges on either side of the line of
division are of different types.”

Is
“Marshalling”
Really Good News!
Many times those who take on the position of Minister of

Arms for a subdivision find that they have bitten off a little more than
they intended. They are asked to learn a concept of art and science and
protocol, plus a new language. From day one they are expected to know
information that can take years to learn. They are required to be an
administrator and are often the brunt of anger and frustration. Many
end up hiding from the position until they can find a way to get out of it.
Then there are those few that end up being hooked. They sink there
teeth and heart into it. They consistently fulfill their duties, and
continually question in the search of understanding to this puzzle of
Heraldry. They do their best to serve their subdivisions and populace.
It is my need to try and always recognize these individuals and the
subdivision to which they serve.
Pursuivant, Herald, King of Arms, these are ranks within the
College of Arms that recognize the Minister of Arms positions with in
Adria. Shire’s always begin with the Minister of Arms being of the rank
of Pursuivant. It is by fulfilling their duties and serving the College of
Arms that the Minister of Arms office’s are recognized and at times
raised in Rank.
At this time the Minister of Arms office for the Shire of
Gloucester has proven it self to be superiorly efficient in the required

duties to its subdivision and the College of Arms. Its Minister of Arms,
Pursuivant Dorn das Schwarz Brauge has effectively managed this
office to the effect that the Minister of Arms office for the Shire of
Gloucester has earned the rank of “Herald” in the College of Arms. All
current and future Ministers of Arms for Gloucester shall be considered
an official “Herald”.
Congratulations Shire of Gloucester
Congratulations Herald Dorn das Schwarz Brauge
Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd
Fleur-de-Lis King of Arms
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Registered
Albion
Alistrina Ballach
Device
Per bend vert and azure, a bend beviled between two oak leaves Or.
Anastasia
Sable, a phoenix argent upon a bordure argent three poppies two and one gules.
Ivan Blackawk
Device
Argent, a hawks head erased sable.
Freitag
Device
Vert, a sealion between three annulets Or
Gregor Pent vonSchongau Device
-Argent, a serpent involved contourne point in point azure fusilly bendwise argent
Gregor Pent vonSchongau Badge
Argent, a serpent involved contourne azure.
Katrina MacBruce Device
Azure, two unicorns combatant argent and Or armed and langued gules
Madison de Malo

Device

Purpure, two seagoats respectant and a chief engrailed Or.
College of Arms,Albion
Device
Quarterly azure and vert, a cross throughout Or in 1 and 4 and 2 and3 a lions
head caboshed argent jessant de lis Or.
Minister of Lists, Albion
Device
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed maintaining in its mouth a open scroll
argent.
Minister of Justice, Albion Device
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent maintaining in its mouth a
hanging balance Or.
Chancellor, Albion
Device
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent maintaining in its mouth an
open book Or.
Steward, Albion Device
Azure estoily argent, a lion's head caboshed argent between four bezants in cross.
Quincannon, House of
Estate
Per bend azure and sable, In pale five cannons argent.
Sovereign of Arms, Albion Device
Azure, a semee of estoiles argent overall a lions head caboshed argent enfiled of a
cross Or
Unicorns Revenge, Barony of
Estate
Argent, a unicorn rampant sable langued and blooded gules maned Or.

Bisqaia
Bisqaia, Shire of
Flag
Argent, A pale wavy azure between two wolves rampant endorsed sable.

Burgandy
Jeanne le bleu deBurgandy
Device
Or, a beaver rampant contourne proper on a chief wavy azure a cross crosslet
fitchy Or

Cambridge
Cambridge Badge
Azure, a torch argent fired and charged with a fleur-de-lis Or.
Cambridge Badge
Or, On a pile azure a torch argent fired and charged with a flleur-de-lis Or in
chief a crown argent
Cambridge, See of Device
Azure, a torch argent fired and charged with a fleur-de-lis Or
between three fleur-de-lis argent.
Cambridge Badge
Azure, on a lozenge argent a flame proper.
Weyland, House of Estate
Azure, a dragon rampant in chief three anvils argent.

Castilles
Wot D’ Foque
Device
Qaurterly gules and sable, in 2 and 3 two rapiers in saltire argent.
Court Herald, Castilles
Device
Azure, a trumpet bendwise inverted Or.
Castilles, See of
Device
Azure, a castle argent between three fleur-de-lis argent in chief a crown Or.

Dun’Afton
Dun’Afton
Flag
Azure, on a mound with three peaks beneath seven mullets of eight points in
chevron a sword inverted azure.

Esperance
Caspain Holgar
Device
Sable, in base a increscent argent and a chief Or.

Gloucester
Canterbury, House of
Estate
Per Pale gules and lozengy Or and gules, in dexter a sun in splendor Or.

Kincora
L’Bet’e deAcmd
Device
Sable, an Osprey dechaussé displayed wings inverted argent

Redraw
Innana of Aurochs Fyord
Argent, a ? and in base three lozenges two and one sable.
Unable to visual identify primary charge. Charge looks to be a form of black cross. SOA
suggests tree blasted. It is often found that sable charges are difficult to represent due to
the lack of definition.. This is something to truly consider when using a black charge.
Suggestion would be to use the color of the field to show definition lines. With the
program “Paint” take a black a B&W clip Art of a tree blasted, Go to image on the
control line and click “invert color” the drawing should turn black with white detail
lines. Take the paint nocket with the color of your field and click outside of the charge.
The area around the charge and the detail lines should change to the color of your
choice.

Returned
.
Robert LaCroix
Device
Azure, a tau cross argent surmounted by a horse rampant gules.
Conflict: Azure, a cross crosslet argent. [B-Jehan Alexandre Michel
(aka Robert Jehan Alexandre Chrysostom Antoine Michel de St-Albain
Annecy von Hapsburg, ESPE]
No CD for changing type of Cross, Cross is a cross. 1 Cd for addition
of surmounted charge. Changing the cross to the tincture of Or would
solve this conflict.

Larethian, House of
Per pale gules and sable, a eagle displayed Or armed argent in base a crescent
argent.

Conflict: Per pale gules and sable, a hawk displayed maintaining in each
claw an oak leaf Or. [D-Killian Oakesblood, YORK] Only one CD for
addition of a Charge. Plus overwhelming visual resemblance.
Kailene O’Shea
Per fess gules and sable, a fess rayonne counter rayonne between a harp in canton
and two wyverns addorsed Or
Violation: Marshalling.

Madison de Malo
Per pale sable and azure, in dexter a demi sunOr and in sinister a increscent argent
Violation: Marshalling
Moria Pritani
Per fess or and argent, a fess intented counter indented Between a triquerta azure
and a triquerta sable.
Returned for To high of complexity count- 8, also a form of marshalling as presented.
Solution would be to counterchange the triquerta with the colors of the field.
Francesco Gaetano Greco De Edessa
Device
Quarterly gules and vert, a fleur-de-lis argent.
Use of restricted charge. Indivuals (persons) may not register the argent fleur-de-lis, they
may only augment there existing registered arms with it. Office’s of the church may
incorporate it in their arms.

Released
L’Bet’e deAcmd
Device
Gules, a bend sable, overall an Osprey dechaussé displayed wings inverted argent
Damien Kaine
Device
Argent, a sun throughout sable.
Beethag de la Glenn
Bradley Ericksson
Calista O’Flannabhra
Catrina
O’Shaughnessy
Catrina

Aragon
Aragon
Aragon

Device
Device
Device

Gules, on a bezant an open book argent covered sable surmounted
by two demi-dragons respectant, necks entertwined, sable and gules.
Per pale purpure and or, a cross patonce throughout counterchanged.
Per pale gules and argent, three harps within a bordure counterchanged.

Aragon
Aragon

Device
Badge

Azure, a unicorn rampant between three roses argent.
[Fieldless] A unicorn rampant argent.

O’Shaughnessy
Clan Macraith
Constables Guild of
Aragon
Donovan of Oxford
Dwarf Erikson
Gavin Macraith

Aragon

Estate

Aragon
Aragon
Aragon
Aragon

Badge
Device
Device
Device

Gavin Macraith
Horatio Merriwether
Horatio Merriwether
House (de) Borgia
House Argent Horse

Aragon
Aragon
Aragon
Aragon
Aragon

Badge
Device
Device
Estate
Estate

House Rosa Mundi

Aragon

Estate

House Celtic Rose

Aragon

Estate

House Celtic Voyage
Kelleen
O’Shaughnessy
Kingdom of Aragon
(King's Presence)
Kingdom of Aragon
(Queen's Presence)

Aragon

Estate

Aragon

Device

Aragon

Device

Aragon

Device

Leikoza Korrin

Aragon

Device

Maeve Macraith

Aragon

Device

Manuel de Brum
Pendra di Medici
Pendra di Medici
Pottery Guild of
Aragon

Aragon
Aragon
Aragon

Device
Device
Badge

Aragon

Badge

Per bend gules and azure, a bend argent between a hawk displayed sable
and a sword bendwise proper.
Per bend sinister gules and sable, a bend sinister between a lock and
a sword bendwise sinister argent.
Per pale sable and azure, a Latin cross fleury or.
Or, a griffin sejant, dexter forepaw raised sable.
Gules, in pale a hawk displayed sable and a labrys argent handled proper.
Per bend gules and azure, a bend argent between a hawk displayed sable
and a sword bendwise proper.
Gules, three anchors within a bordure or.
Sable, a wyvern passant or, and on a chief gules three anchors or.
Vert, a bull passant or within a bordure or semy of flames gules.
Argent vétu, a chess knight gules
Purpure, an escallop argent within a mascle argent charged with four
escallops purpure.
Azure, a garden rose within a mascle argent.
Azure, a griffon segreant contourny or between two dragons
combattant argent.
Azure, two lions combattant argent and in chief an estoile en soleil or.
Gules, in pale a crown and a sun in splendor or, on a chief sable
a lion passant between two fleurs-de-lis or
Gules, in pale a crown and a sun in splendor or, on a chief sable
a rose between two fleurs-de-lis or
Purpure, a bird volant fesswise contourny and in base three
annulets interlaced or.
Gules, in pale a hawk displayed sable and a labrys argent
handled proper, impaling azure, a popinjay vert.
Argent, a chevron between three dolphins azure, all within
a bordure gules, semy of anchors or.
Argent, a fleur-de-lis sable.
[Fieldless] A fleur-de-lis sable.
Argent, a chevron between two cups and a cauldron azure,
within a bordure compony gules and or

